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Abstract

Excellence of the External + Excellence of the Internal = Transformed Nation.
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The following diagrams illustrate a scientifically sound framework for world transformation and peace. The two components, Excellence of the External and Excellence of the Internal, allow individuals organizations, and nations to emerge at their best. Six Sigma is the wherewithal for the excellence of the external while the ancient Eastern wisdom, recent scientific contributions of Western and American scientists, and this author's framework outlined in science of compassion is the wherewithal for the excellence of the internal. By now, I have made numerous presentations on the topic in three countries (e.g., USA, Peru and India) to audience’s bewilderment, excitement, and acceptance. I am confident this framework has a lot of potential for doing humanity a lot of good.
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Inner Condition – Happiness in Response to External Conditions
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Definitions:

S: Truthfulness, honesty, steadfastness, equanimity.
R: Attachment, bravery, ego, ambition, ego, greed, desire to live.
T: Lying, cheating, causing injury in words or deeds, sleep
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